PLANNING PROCESS
INTRODUCTION
The Transportation Improvement Program serves as a list of
DOT and locally sponsored federal-aid eligible and Swap
surface transportation improvements within the Ames-Gilbert
region. The regional TIP will be consolidated into the State
Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) along with the
other 26 planning agencies in the State of Iowa.
Projects in the Ames Area TIP must be consistent with the
long range transportation plan, known as Ames Mobility 2040.
The Transportation Improvement Program is approved by the
Ames Area MPO Transportation Policy Committee.

PERFORMANCE-BASED
The Federal Surface Transportation Bill, known as FAST Act,
requires State and MPO agencies to develop performance
measures to carry out a performance-based planning process.
The Ames Area MPO will implement required metrics in
coordination with the Iowa Department of Transportation. The
MPO will be responsible to report on the following areas of
performance:
•
•
•

Safety
Pavement, Bridge, System Performance, Freight
Transit Asset Management

Performance based planning and performance management
became a focus for State and regional transportation planning
with the signing of the 2012 surface transportation bill Moving
Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21). This bill
included requirements for performance based planning and
performance management and set seven national goals. The

Ames Area MPO must establish and use a performance-based
approach to transportation decision making to support the
national goals.
KEY TERMS:
• Goal: a broad statement the describes a desired end
state
• Objective: a specific, measurable statement that
supports achievement of a goal
• Performance Measures: metric used to assess
progress towards meeting an objective
• Target: specific level of performance that is desired to
be achieved within a certain timeframe

SAFETY
The safety measures are:
•
•
•
•
•

Number of Fatalities
Rate of Fatalities per 100 million VMT
Number of Serious Injuries
Rate of Serious Injuries per 100 million VMT
Number of Non-Motorized Fatalities and NonMotorized Serious Injuries

Rather than setting its own 2014-2018 safety targets, the
Ames Area MPO has chosen to support the Iowa DOT’s safety
targets as published in the most recent Iowa Highway Safety
Improvement Program 2017 Annual Report. The MPO
supports those targets by reviewing and programming all
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) projects within
the MPO boundary that are included in the DOT’s
Transportation Improvement Program.
Any Iowa DOT Ssponsored HSIP projects within the MPO
area were selected based on the strategies included in the

Strategic Highway Safety Plan and safety performance
measures and were approved by the Iowa Transportation
Commission. The Iowa DOTDot conferred with numerous
stakeholder groups, including the Ames Area MPO, as part of
its target setting process. Working in partnership with local
agencies, Iowa DOT safety investments were identified and
programmed which will construct effective countermeasures to
reduce traffic fatalities and serious injuries. The Iowa DOT
projects chosen for HSIP investment are based on crash
history, roadway characteristics, and the existence of
infrastructure countermeasure that can address the types of
crashes present. The Iowa DOT continues to utilize a systemic
safety improvement process rather than relying on “hot spot”
safety improvements.

PAVEMENT, AND BRIDGE, SYSTEM PERFORMANCE,
FREIGHT
The pavement and bridge measures are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Percent of Interstate pavements in Good condition
Percent of Interstate pavements in Poor condition
Percent of non-Interstate NHS pavements in Good
Condition
Percent of non-Interstate NHS pavements in Poor
condition
Percent of NHS bridges classified as in Good condition
Percent of NHS bridges classified as in Poor condition

The system performance and freight measures are:
•
•
•

Percent of person-miles traveled on the Interstate that
are reliable
Percent of person-miles traveled on the non-Interstate
NHS that are reliable
Truck Travel Time Reliability Index

The Ames Area MPO will be deciding to set targets or support
the State’s targets for pavement, bridge, system performance,
and freight measures during State Fiscal Year 2019.
Rather than setting its own pavement and bridge targets, the
Ames Area MPO has chosen to support the Iowa DOT’s
pavement and bridge targets as submitted in the most recent
baseline period performance report. The MPO supports those
targets by reviewing and programming all Interstate and
National Highway System projects within the MPO boundary
that are included in the DOT’s Transportation Improvement
Program.
Any Iowa DOT sponsored pavement and bridge projects within
the MPO area were determined in alignment with the Iowa
Transportation Asset Management Plan (TAMP) and the
pavement and bridge performance measures. The TAMP
connects Iowa in Motion 2045 and system/modal plans to Iowa
DOT’s Five-Year Program and the STIP. Iowa in Motion 2045
defines a vision for the transportation system over the next 20
years, while the Five-Year Program and STOP identify specific
investments over the next four to five years. The TAMP has a
10-year planning horizon and helps ensure that investments in
the Five-Year Program and STIP are consistent with Iowa
DOT’s longer-term vision. Starting in 2019, the TAMP will also
integrate the pavement and bridge performance targets.
The Iowa DOT conferred with numerous stakeholder groups,
including the Ames Area MPO and local owners of NHS
assets, as part of its target setting process. The methodology
used to set targets used current and historical data on
condition and funding to forecast future condition. Asset
management focuses on performing the right treatment at the
right time to optimize investments and outcomes. Management
systems are utilized to predict bridge and pavement needs and

help determine the amount of funding needed for stewardship
of the system. The TAMP discusses the major investment
categories that the Commission allocates funding through.
Once the Commission approves the funding for these
categories, Iowa DOT recommends the allocation of the funds
to specific projects using the processes described in the
TAMP. Pavement and bridge projects are programmed to help
meet the desired program outcomes documented in the
TAMP.

SYSTEM AND FREIGHT RELIABILITY

system performance are developed in alignment with the
target-setting process for related performance measures, and
the freight improvement strategies and freight investment plan
included in the State Freight Plan. This plan includes a
detailed analysis and prioritization of freight bottlenecks, which
are locations that should be considered for further study and
possibly for future improvements. The process also involved
extensive input from State, MPO, RPA, and industry
representatives. State projects identified in the freight
investment plan and programmed in the STIP were highlyranked freight bottlenecks.

The system performance and freight measures are:
•
•
•

Percent of person-miles traveled on the Interstate that
are reliable
Percent of person-miles traveled on the non-Interstate
NHS that are reliable
Truck Travel Time Reliability Index

Rather than setting its own system and freight reliability
targets, the Ames Area MPO has chosen to support the Iowa
DOT’s system and freight reliability targets as submitted in the
most recent baseline period performance report. The MPO
supports those targets by reviewing and programming all
Interstate and National Highway System projects within the
MPO boundary that are included in the DOT’s Transportation
Improvement Program.
The Iowa DOT conferred with numerous stakeholder groups,
including the Ames Area MPO, as part of its target setting
process. Variability within the existing travel time dataset was
used to forecast future condition. Projects focused on
improving pavement and bridge condition also often help
improve system reliability and freight movement. Additional
projects focused specifically on improving these areas of

TRANSIT ASSET MANAGEMENT
Public transit capital projects included in the STIP align with
the transit asset management (TAM) planning and target
setting processes undertaken by the Iowa DOT, transit
agencies, and MPOs. The Iowa DOT establishes a group
TAM plan and group targets for all small urban and rural
providers while large urban providers establish their own TAM
plans and targets. Investments are made in alignment with
TAM plans with the intent of keeping the state’s public transit
vehicles and facilities in a state of good repair and meeting
transit asset management targets. The Iowa DOT allocates
funding for transit rolling stock in accordance with the Public
Transit Management System process. In addition, the Iowa
DOT awards public transit infrastructure grants in accordance
with the project priorities established in Iowa Code chapter
924. Additional state and federal funding sources that can be
used by transit agencies for vehicle and facility improvements
are outlined in the funding chapter of the Transit Manager’s
Handbook. Individual transit agencies determine the use of
these sources for capital and operating expenses based on
their local needs.
The transit asset management targets are:

•
•
•
•

Equipment: Percent of non-revenue vehicles met or
exceeded Useful Life Benchmark
Rolling Stock: Percentage of revenue vehicles met or
exceeded Useful Life Benchmark
Facilities: Percentage of assets with condition rating
below 3.0 on FTA TERM scale
Infrastructure: Not applicable.

In May 2017, the Ames Area MPO adopted transit asset
management targets. The infrastructure performance measure
element which FTA requires is limited to rail fixed guideway
assets of which there is not any rail passenger with Ames. The
first Transit Asset Management Plan is due in October 2018.
With the adoption of this plan, performance measure elements
will be included in regional transportation planning documents.

